Background: Controversy still exists that whether clopidogrel should add proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) in patients with coronary heart disease after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of clopidogrel added proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) vs. clopidogrel for the treatment of patients with coronary heart disease after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Methods and results: We systematically searched PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science, the Chinese Biomedical Medical Literature database, and the Cochrane Library for all clinical trials that were published on this topic through October 2018. We specifically selected the clinical trials that evaluated the efficacy and safety of clopidogrel added proton pump inhibitors vs. clopidogrel in the treatment of patients with coronary heart disease after PCI. RevMan 5.0 software was used for quantitative data analyses. 15 randomized controlled trials including 50,366 patients were included. The meta-analysis results showed that compared with the clopidogrel added PPI group, the non-PPI group had significantly less risk of MACE [RR = 0.82, Conclusions: The patients in the non-PPI group were observed to be associated with less risk of MACE, myocardial infarction recurrence, stent thrombosis, target vessel revascularization (TVR) and stroke. And the two groups had similar all cause death, cardiovascular death, bleedings events.
Efficacy and safety of clopidogrel only vs. clopidogrel added proton pump inhibitors in the treatment of patients with coronary heart disease after percutaneous coronary intervention A systematic review and meta-analysis 
Introduction
Nowadays the dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPE) with aspirin and clopidogrel has been commonly used for the patients with coronary heart disease (CHD) after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) [1] . Clopidogrel, a kind of thienopyridine derivatives ticlopidine, could inhibit the platelet P2Y12 adenosine diphosphate receptors irreversibly, so it is widely used to reduce the risk of death and cardiovascular events in the patients with acute coronary syndrome. As DAPE could have some adverse effects such as bleedings, so proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), with strong suppressive effects on gastric acid secretion, are commonly used concomitantly with clopidogrel to reduce the gastrointestinal bleeding risks. Some researches reported that the PPIs could reduce the efficacy of clopidogrel's protect roles in cardiovascular events with the inhibition of the hepatic cytochrome P450(CYP)2 C19 [2] , however, whether the PPIs could increase the morbidity is still in the controversy. Several large meta-analyses have reported that the clinical efficacy is reduced when PPIs are added to the treatment of common cardiovascular patients with or without PCI operations [23, 25] , whereas there is a lack of large clinical studies that have focused on the efficacy and safety of patients after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). The focus of our meta-analysis is "post-PCI patients", to summarize comprehensive clinical trials that have been conducted to evaluate the efficacy and safety of clopidogrel alone vs. clopidogrel added PPI in the treatment of cardiovascular patients after PCI.
Methods

Search strategy and selection criteria
To identify relevant studies, we conducted a systematic review using PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science, the Chinese Biomedical Medical Literature database, and the Cochrane Library. Studies that were published through October 2018 were included in the meta-analysis. The following keywords were used in these databases to search for studies: "clopidogrel", "proton pump inhibitor, PPI", "OME (omeprazole)", "Esomeprazole", "pantoprazole", "lansoprazole", and "PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention". Two reviewers independently searched for and reviewed papers and any disagreements regarding studies to include were discussed and agreed upon by these two reviewers.
The inclusion criteria for studies in the meta-analysis included: (1) RCT published in any form and language; (2) patient population consisting of coronary heart disease patients who have undergone PCI; and (3) intervention measures of clopidogrel plus PPI and clopidogrel only as a comparison. Studies that included the following characteristics were excluded from the meta-analysis:
(1) animal experiments and non-original studies (e.g. review papers, other meta-analyses); (2) use of other antiplatelet drugs or anticoagulation drugs; (3) cross-over studies with self-controls; and (4) significant differences between the groups in the baseline analysis or no mention of baseline analyses.
The quality of the identified studies that met the inclusion criteria for the meta-analysis was evaluated using criteria defined in the Cochrane Review handbook 5.0.2 [3] . We included the high-quality standard.
Data extraction and quality assessment
The quality of the identified studies that met the inclusion criteria for the meta-analysis was evaluated using criteria defined in the Cochrane Review handbook 5.0.2 [3] . These criteria involve issues related to randomization, allocation concealment, the blinding process, incomplete outcome data, selective outcome reporting, as well as other sources of bias. We evaluated each publication according to these criteria and judged each potential source of bias as "yes", "no", or "unclear" (i.e. lack of relevant information or the bias resulting from the criterion was uncertain). This process was conducted by each of two reviewers independently, and disagreements were discussed and resolved.
The primary end point in the meta-analysis was major acute cardiovascular events (MACEs), all-cause death, cardiovascular death and bleeding events. Secondary end points were myocardial infarction recurrence, Target vessel revascularization (TVR), stent thrombosis and stroke. b 50%, a fixed effects model was used for the analysis, whereas a random effects model was used if P heterogeneity b 0.1 and I 2 ≥ 50%. Descriptive analyses were conducted as expressed by the mean difference (MD) and 95% CI, and count data were expressed by OR and 95% CI. P b 0.05 was considered statistically significant in all analyses. The flow diagram was in the Fig. 1 . The funnel plot was used for the potential publication bias examination.
Data synthesis and meta-analysis
Results
Literature search and study characteristics
A total of 902 articles were identified using the specified search terms. After a preliminary review of the titles and abstracts of each paper, we eliminated 128 summaries, 299 non-clinical trials, and 96 repeated references across the different databases that were searched. Of the remaining potential studies, we further eliminated 67 nonrandomized controlled trials and 297 articles that did not meet our inclusion criteria following a more comprehensive review of the full text of each article. This left a total of 15 clinical trials including 50,366 patients that were included in our final meta-analysis [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 26] , with 29,120 non-PPI patients and 21,246 clopidogrel added PPI patients. The main characteristics and our quality assessments of the included studies are described in Tables 1 and 2 .
MACEs
The risk of a MACE was evaluated in 9 clinical trials for 2179/9359 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 1539/10,257 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 0.82,95%CI:0.77-0.88, which indicated that the non-PPI group had less MACE risk in comparison with clopidogrel added PPI group.
Death
The risk of all-cause death risk was evaluated in 9 clinical trials for 834/9419 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 459/10,494 individuals in the Clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 1.00, 95% CI: 0.88-1.13, indicating that risk of allcause death was not statistically different between the non-PPI group and the clopidogrel added PPI group. The risk of cardiovascular death risk was evaluated in 4 clinical trials for 139/15,107 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 71/9879 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 1.14, 95% CI: 0.85-1.51, indicating that risk of cardiovascular death was not statistically different between the non-PPI group and the clopidogrel added PPI group. And the total results showed RR = 1.02, 95% CI: 0.91-1.15, so the results showed that the death risk was not statistically different between the non-PPI group and the Clopidogrel added PPI group.
Myocardial infarction recurrence
The myocardial infarction recurrence risk was evaluated in 6 clinical trials for 1671/21,647 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 1145/ 17,418 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 0.72,95%CI:0.57-0.90, which indicated that the non-PPI group had lower risk of myocardial infarction recurrence than the Clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI (Table 3) .
Stent thrombosis
The stent thrombosis recurrence risk was evaluated in 8 clinical trials for 172/9976 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 168/11,575 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 0.71,95%CI:0.56-0.92, which indicated that the non-PPI group had lower risk of stent thrombosis than the Clopidogrel added PPI group.
Target vessel revascularization (TVR)
Target vessel revascularization risk was evaluated in 5 clinical trials for 214/4749 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 471/7469 individuals in the clopidogrel group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 0.77,95%CI:0.63-0.93, which indicated that the non-PPI group had lower risk of target vessel revascularization than the clopidogrel added PPI group.
Bleeding
The risk of bleeding was evaluated in 6 clinical trials for 170/6175 individuals in the Clopidogrel added PPI group and for 109/4815 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 1.60,95%CI:0.53-4.81, which indicated that the risk of bleeding was not statistically different between the non-PPI and clopidogrel added PPI group.
Stroke
Stroke was evaluated in 1 clinical trial for 1766/9862 individuals in the non-PPI group and for 1710/6828 individuals in the clopidogrel added PPI group after PCI. The meta-analysis of these data showed RR = 0.72,95% CI:0.67-0.76, which indicated that non PPI group had less stroke incidence compared with the clopidogrel group added PPI group.
Publication bias
According to the funnel plots, there was no significant publication bias existed.
Discussion
The meta-analysis supports that the non-PPI patients showed less incidence in MACE, myocardial infarction recurrence, stent thrombosis, target vessel revascularization (TVR) and stroke compared to patients who received clopidogrel added PPI following PCI procedures. And the two groups had similar all cause death, cardiovascular death and bleedings events. And these results were inconsistent with several published papers [9, 10] . Clopidogrel is a common antiplatelet drug that metabolized through the hepatic cytochrome P450(CYP)2 C19 enzyme. The biological activity of clopidogrel is binding the ADP receptor P2Y12 to prevent the fibrinogen polymerization. This process mainly relies on the CYP2C19 enzyme. At the same time, proton pump inhibitors PPIs also relies on CYP2C19 to irreversibly bind with proton cytoplasmic pumps in the gastric wall to reduce gastric acid secretion, so the coadministration PPIs could influence the activity of CYP2C19 by competitive inhibition and cause medicine interaction, which could lead to the reduced protective role in death and cardiovascular events, so the results of this meta-analysis supported this possibility as patients who received PPIs along with clopidogrel had an increased risk of MACE, myocardial infarction recurrence, stent thrombosis, target vessel revascularization (TVR) and stroke. The risk of MACE, which was a multi-event composite endpoint including myocardial infarction, stroke, target vessel revascularization and stent thrombosis, also showed less risk in the non-PPI group.
Some published papers illustrated that the clopidogrel concomitant with the PPIs could increase the cardiovascular risks [12, 13] . Kreutz et al. [6] reported the large sample of 16,690 patients under PCI with stent implantation, the results showed clopidogrel concomitant with PPI was associated with a higher risk of MACE one year after stent placement [OR:1.51, 95%CI:1.39 to 1.64]. And Hulot JS et al.'s research [18] found that carriers of loss-of-function CYP2 C19*2 allele could displayed a 30% increase in the MACE risk compared with the noncarriers. And the single gene variant could also be associated with the higher risk in death, stent thrombosis. These results demonstrated that the clopidogrel could increase the risks of cardiovascular events and death through the CYP metabolic enzymes. And Hulot et al. [19] [19] and our research were the research population, that our research focused on the post-PCI patients. So clopidogrel added PPIs could increase the death and cardiovascular events risk, regardless of PCI or not-PCI. And Gilard M et al. [20] reported that through the vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) phosphorylation test, the results showed omeprazole could significantly decreased clopidogrel's inhibitory effect on platelet P2Y12, which could be a mechanism illustration that PPIs influence clopidogrel.
Our results showed there were no significant difference in clopidogrel added PPIs and clopidogrel alone groups. PPIs are usually used for bleeding precaution in the clinical practice, however several included studies didn't find the clopidogrel added PPI group could significantly reduce the bleeding events. We consider the reasons could be attributed to reasons as follows: the bleeding events mainly refer to the gastrointestinal bleeding and puncture bleeding events. However, only a small number of the patients who under the clopidogrel treatment has a high risk in gastrointestinal bleeding and most patients didn't bleed when they used clopidogrel, so the bleeding events were small in all patients and didn't show significant difference between the clopidogrel added PPI and clopidogrel alone group. In addition, competitive drug interactions also existed between clopidogrel and PPI, so when used together, the PPIs' pharmaceutical activity may weaken by the drug interactions of clopidogrel, which could also reduce the PPI's gastrointestinal protective roles [24] [25] [26] .
Furthermore, Roberta et al. [7] found that pantoprazole, which is not CYP 250 dependent PPIs, had lower bleeding events in (1.1%, 2/178) in comparison with the CYP 250 dependent PPIs such as omeprazole (7.1%, 9/125), with significant difference. And some published papers also had similar results. Frelinger et al. [21] carried out a randomized study to assess the effects that the different PPIs on the pharmacokinetics of clopidogrel, and the results showed the coadministration of dexlansoprazole or lansoprazole with clopidogrel could less inhibit clopidogrel's activation metabolite and less influence the platelet function than by the coadministration of esomeprazole or omeprazole, so the results further expounded the mechanism that the drug competitive interaction could influence the pharmaceutical activity. A "black box warning" [22] was issued by the Food and Drug Administration(FDA) in March 2010 to announce that if the patients identified as CYP2C19 poor metabolizers, the clopidogrel should not be recommended to use. As omeprazole and esomeprazole is irreversible metabolism-dependent inhibitors (MDIs) of CYP2C19, however lansoprazole and pantoprazole are not, so lansoprazole and pantoprazole could have less drug interaction with clopidogrel and could be consider for gastrointestinal bleeding precaution in the clinical practice. The American FDA recommends the clopidogrel should avoid concomitant use of omeprazole or esomeprazole.
Several potential limitations existed in this study. First, some of the included studies didn't report on the subgroups of CYP2C19 enzyme dependent PPIs and CYP2C19 enzyme independent PPIs, so we could not further divide the groups into the more specific groups. Secondly, MACE is composited by several indicators such as death, myocardial infarction, target vessel revascularization, recurrence of heart failure, and arrhythmia, not all of which were evaluated in the included studies. The included studies only reported on some of the MACE indicators such as death, myocardial infarction, and target vessel revascularization, but did not analyze the recurrence of heart failure or arrhythmia, so we could not analyze these indicators.
Conclusions
In summary, our meta-analysis showed non-PPI group were observed to be associated with less risk of MACE, myocardial infarction recurrence, stent thrombosis, target vessel revascularization (TVR) and stroke. And the two groups had similar all cause death, cardiovascular death, bleedings events.
